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ABOUT US

MANUFACTURING IN-HOUSE

FUNCTIONALITY FABRICS SUSTAINABILITY

RESTRAP IS COMMITTED TO MANUFACTURING THE BEST FUNCTIONAL, DURABLE, 
SUSTAINABLE BAGS AND EQUIPMENT FOR TRAVELLING BY BIKE.

From a single sewing machine in 2010, Restrap started in a back 
bedroom manufacturing pedal straps. Today Restrap occupies 
a large workshop in Leeds and has become a close-knit team 
manufacturing technical bikepacking equipment and bicycle 
luggage for all kinds of cycling. Distributed and resold in over 29 
countries Restrap is a global brand.

Restrap continues to push the technical boundaries of innovation 
and in-house manufacturing, alongside  successful collaborations 
with international brands including CHPT3 and LOOK. We are 
proud of our Yorkshire Roots and the landscape that inspires our 
brand.

We continue to invest in the most advanced manufacturing 
machinery and techniques, we are a team of outdoor enthusiasts 
who, working with our international ambassadors, continue to 
rigorously test our products and set the highest standards.

We have three principles at Restrap: Design, Build and Ride. Our 
cutting edge manufacturing and production means we lead the 
market when it comes to thoughtful design. Every part of our 
products are carefully considered, with functionality being at the 
forefront of everything we make.

We use top-of-the-line fabrics and materials in the 
construction of all our products. We leave no stone 
unturned when it comes to sourcing the best materials 
available. We know our bags need to be able to handle 
anything that’s thrown at them.

As we make everything in-house, we have full 
control over all our processes, we are able to 
keep our waste low and repurpose and recycle 
everything we can.



RANGES

ADVENTURE RACE RANGE

The lightest set of bikepacking bags on the market. Developed 
for ultra-endurance races and audaxes, we pushed our design and 
manufacturing capabilities to meet the demands of all riders and 
racers alike.

CARRY EVERYTHING RANGE 

Our original range of bags for rackless touring with simplicity and 
durability at the core. At home on or off-road, these bags allow 
you to carry everything, everywhere, on any bike.

EXPEDITION RANGE 

Designed around more traditional rack-based touring setups, the 
expedition range offers the most generous capacity of all our 
ranges. Whether you’re touring or commuting, it is dependable 
and reliable, no matter what your adventure.

CITY RANGE 

Ideal for city living, commuting and touring on your folding 
bicycle. Designed to not impede the folding mechanism of a 
Brompton, these bags are versatile, practical and smart.

RACK, STRAP AND ACCESSORY PRODUCTS 

Innovative and essential solutions for bike-packing and touring. 



GLOBAL REACH

Now sold in over 65 countries and distributed 
in 29, Restrap is an essential brand in the global 
community of bike packing enthusiasts.

With over 150,000 products sold annually in the US 
and N.Europe (Territory 1) and over 30,000 across 
our S.European, and Asian markets (Territory 2 
and 3), we have positioned the brand with its core 
identity and in-house manufacturing as the go-to 
technical bike-packing and cycle luggage Brand.

Restrap has a large social media presence, strong 
brand loyalty and a very high rate of repeat custom.



RESTRAP CONTACTS

Distribution & Trade Sales: 
Edward Kingston 

sales@restrap.com
+44 (0) 113 245 1128 

Unit G1, 102 Kirkstall Road
Leeds, West Yorkshire, LS3 1JA

restrap.com 

ACCOUNTS    accounts@restrap.com
SHIPPING     kieran@restrap.com
WARRANTY   support@restrap.com 
MEDIA & ARTWORK jon@restrap.com
CUSTOMER SERVICE support@restrap.com




